We are the leaders in providing
high-tech advanced industrial solutions
and are continuously investing in the
future of non-destructive testing (NDT).

Tuscaloosa
Detroit

XRAY-LAB
Software-Development

We develop new technologies and
software solutions to steadily increase
our process capability and efficiency.
minds. We do our homework. We have
solutions that work. We guarantee
results.

Stuttgart
Wolfsburg

We have strong science and bright

Furthermore, we also offer customized
software development solutions in the
field of image processing and 2D-3D

state-of-the-art programming
techniques and have been developed for
automated learning and artificial intelligence (AI). The software automatically
detects features across components.
By merging this AI with as much data as
possible (big data), the recognizability
of the features increases in percentage
terms.
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Think local, act global.

Our software solutions are based on

Pilsen
Bratislava

vision.

XRAY-LAB Software Package

The XApps Manager makes our

The XReport Pro allows you to create

offered modules network-enabled

professional inspection reports according

and multi-user capable.

to industry standards and norms.

With this application, all individual

The XReport Pro combines XVoid and

modules are managed under one

XEnhancer modules in a single interface to

interface.

give users freedom to perform analysis of
solder joints and impressively increases the
dynamic range of X-ray images.
These modules offer the possibility of

Artificial Intelligence (AI)

semi-automatic or fully-automatic

Artificial intelligence for use in industrial manu-

evaluation.

facturing and quality control.
In this case, one uses neural network structures
in which the neurons are divided into ever deeper

XVOID PRO is a program for

layers and very precise results are achieved
through various decision-making processes.
Deep Learning achieves particularly good results
when large data models (deep learning) are
available.
Thus objects in pictures can be recognized and
several desired actions can be performed.

evaluating inclusions, e.g.
The XFileSys Pro lets you mana-

in solder joints, plastic and

ge your local or network projects

castings.

in one place in a user-friendly

XVOID PRO requires no

software environment.

changes or installation on

This software can be used to

the machine.

monitor the specified projects

All software applications

directory for changes that helps

developed by XRAY-LAB can

users to know if any project has

be run on a separate

been added, removed, or changed

workstation and always

on the fly.

offers the possibility of
semi-automatic or fully
automatic evaluation.

Further information about our software modules under:
www.xray-lab.com/software

